
 

Cross-Pollination at Cazenovia Artisans

There are over 20 artists in our cooperative. Every day, they come and go from the shop, working shifts together or alone, serving on

committees, doing the work they need to keep an artisans cooperative like Cazenovia Artisans thriving for over 15 years. And in that

coming and going, they influence each other, giving each other ideas and inspiration for their various arts and crafts. Sometimes they

collaborate directly on a given piece. But more often, the influence is subtle and indirect. One member paints some pears and

another artist goes home and puts yarn in the same colors on her loom. Of all the pleasures of belonging to an artists' coop, this is

perhaps the most satisfying - being bound up together in the creative process. We hope you can enjoy it too!

http://www.cazenoviaartisans.com/


This year, Marilyn Fegan is offering Shawn Halperin space in her studio so that Shawn can participate in Cazenovia Art Trail.



Celeste Friend is a collector of all things. She passed along a pretty old tin to Betsy Sio, who turned it into these striking earrings.



Barb Dahn sails all over the world and comes home with beautiful photos. Mary Gosden took one of these photos and turned it into a painting on

porcelain.



Nancy Lee made the soap, and Maria Wiklund made the felt. Together they made something both beautiful and functional.



Barb Decker saw Mary Padgett's lovely pear pastel drawing and couldn't resist using the pallet to create beautiful woven fabric on her loom. Here

she has piled up the yarn to check it against the colors of the pastel drawing.



And here is the finished "pear" jacket.





When master woodworker John Volcko wanted to turn his talents to wooden earrings, he got good advice from jeweler Susan Machamer on how

best to proceed.



Celeste Friend renovated a vintage camping trailer, and Marilyn Fegan painted the spare tire cover with a great big bird's nest. How much fun is

that?

Review Us on Google Maps!

Please help us get on the Map! Many of you have enjoyed shopping at Cazenovia Artisans, would you be so kind to take a minute

and leave us a review? We are trying to get more of a presence out there on the web! Thank you! Just click here and scroll down a

little, look to your left, and you can leave us a review.
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https://www.google.com/maps/place/Cazenovia+Artisans/@42.9303425,-75.8570441,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x89d987a0231b6dad:0x6016672162eb3e1e!8m2!3d42.9303425!4d-75.8548554
http://www.facebook.com/pages/Cazenovia-Artisans/111487185563895
https://madmimi.com/?

